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The Workshop focuses on the screenwriting craft and practice, and faculty for the Workshop consists of professionals working in film and television, allowing participants to see inside the world of screenwriting in order to improve their own ideas for film and television. 
APPENDIX B: ARTICLES ABOUT THE AFI CATALYST WORKSHOP

Trends, turning points, insights and ideas
Star Power
In an industry rife with canards, making movies should be rocket science. wvhich featured a smart alien wvith no desire to eat humnans. Fiinally we decided to do soimethiing about the idea, so we Today, enrollment in U.S. graduate science and engipu together a screensvriting workshop for scientists at neering progranis is falling relative to other parts of' the AFI that has run the past two summiers. We received i7 world. An article in the D~ecember 5 issue of Dicit, V\'nes applications for the first workshop and nasrrowed that reported that China is graduatinig close to I million eiigidown to 15i participants firomn diverse areas of science.
By
neersa year, India 300,001) and the United States only Aniong themn were an aerospace engineer, a msolecular about 7i008)1. In China, of course, the governnierit plays geneticist, a molecular biophysicist, as neuroscientist, a an inmportant role in determnining national educational chemical engineer, a nano-scale physicist and an electrical enrollment, and call influence career goals in wvays that are engineer. (T-hose interested may watch for the next not possible in the United States. Here we depend heavily wvorkshop announcement on the AFI svebsite.)
On formns of persuasion that, in addition to immtediate 1eachers included screenwriting instructor Syd Field.
economic drivers, include public perceptions of quality of Th'le students had opportunities to mieet other screenwritllif And job) satisfaction. ers and agent Pat Quinn. Th'ley learned about the .mrt of Efforts to recruit enough sciecue Majors to mneet thle thle pitch and Wsere able to pitch stories to two producers. growing deniand are not helped by movies that suggest as It is too early to kilo%%-if asny of these pitches will see discon nec t---sonets nies weighty. sons et inmes sillstheir wvay to the big screen, but one of the participants between the enterprise of'science 'and its relationship to tions the 200(4 workshop. Valerie Weiss, an MITI-educated society at large. It would certainly not hurt. and it isight biophysicist, was asked to discuss story material wvith several help. to show6 youing Aimericains uiedii iniages of scientists comlpanies. She also participated its another workshop that wh r utlk noees-hc hyare.Sncsc iSupports the developmsent of wonien directors in film.
elitists ev'en nurture fantasies of niaking movies. Most of the storylines are held in confidence becausse I have thoroughly enjoyed my1 own mtodest t~ravs into these ideais are potentially intellectual property that scriptHosllywvood. I have beets asked to consult onl scientific Wyriters would like to sell. I Will hIave to lealve the judgmenit details iii several nitovies. Particularly re warding was nly of the scripts that canie out of the workshops to the real eXperiACTice con1sulting onl laser physics fo(.r the 1985 tilism industry people, but I anii very optimistic becautse of the Real ( 'cniu, iii Gundersen, who began the experiment with a two-day screenwriting workshop for scientists at the American Film Institute last year and is Film Events PARTNERS planning another one this summer. "But the world of science is full of Calendar people with terrific skills and intelligence. There have got to be some out there with the necessary imagination and writing ability."
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Easier said than done, as Cheng found out when he received comments on the first 30 pages of his work from a screenplay reviewer in Hollywood. The science was solid, the reviewer wrote, but where was 2 2 -21) 3 31/ the story? The reviewer advised Cheng to delete several scenes in the 2 4 5 . 7 X 9 script that served no purpose other than adding scientific realism and replace them with scenes that advanced the plot instead.
Most E-mailed "He didn't hold anything back," Cheng recalled, still recovering from A Christian writer, the thumbs-down nature of the critique. "But it was fair criticism."
but not your garden
It didn't come as a shock, either. As one of the 14 physicists, biologists and engineers who attended the AFI workshop, Cheng knew What moves Merce screenwriting wasn't going to be easy.
'Don Quixote' is his Surrounded by pictures of legends such as Audrey Hepburn and Alfred Dulcinea Hitchcock, he and the other participants sat in the institute's library as they took in lectures from Hollywood professionals on topics ranging > more e-mailed from the structure of screenplays to the marketing of scripts. They also stories learned the grim statistics of the business: A tiny fraction of scripts submitted to Hollywood get optioned, and a fourth of those lucky few get made into a movie.
The bar is slowly rising
The difficulty of dramatizing science is only one reason why good scientific content is rare in movies, according to AFI Vice Dean Joe Petricca, who supervised the workshop.
The culture of the filmmaking business -oft criticized as being more concerned about commercial success than artistic quality -is by and large unfriendly toward science, he said. "The typical attitude is, 'Why look for real science when we can make it up?' " Even in cases where accurate science could be introduced without modifying the story line, there is resistance to do anything that goes against the supposed expectations of the audience. Chris Vogler, a former development executive at Fox 2000 and an instructor at the workshop, recounted the making of "Volcano," which shows Los Angeles on the verge of being destroyed.
"I kept pointing out that lava makes bell-like sounds, but the studio would have none of it," he said. "They wanted it to roar like a freight train. Volcanologists probably thought the movie was a comedy."
That said, several movies in recent years have raised the bar for scientific realism in filmmaking and are likewise raising Hollywood's awareness about the need for quality scientific content, said Alex Singer, a workshop instructor and a veteran director of more than 200 television shows, including episodes of "Star Trek: Voyager." Take Robert Zemeckis' "Contact," acclaimed for its nuanced portrayal of an astronomer who discovers a civilization 26 light years away, and Ron Howard's "A Beautiful Mind," which won praise from the scientific community for its sophisticated presentation of mathematics. The pair have not only achieved artistic success but have done well commercially. clownfish journeying thousands of miles to find his lost son, can be attributed at least in part to its faithfulness to marine science and its realistic portrayal of the oceanic environment, Singer said. He also pointed to the successful use of science in lending depth to movies that don't involve a science-based plot: One example being the portrait of a surgeon in Peter Weir's "Master and Commander," who is shown pursuing his interests as a naturalist in addition to treating wounded shipmates on a 19th century British vessel.
"When the bar is raised, it's bound to have an impact," Singer said. "After 'Saving Private Ryan,' for example, you can no longer do a stupid movie about Omaha Beach."
Increasing media coverage of advances in science and technology is fueling a demand for compelling entertainment based on plausible science, said Frank Spotnitz, one of the writers of "The X-Files" and an instructor for the workshop session on TV writing.
"But creating that kind of entertainment is a challenging task," he said.
The participants at the AFI workshop, chosen from among 60 applicants from around the country, came prepared with ideas to meet that challenge. Some -like Cheng's -emphasized the human side of scientists. Others ranged from science thrillers to science fiction.
One of them -by GlaxoSmithKline bioinformatics researcher James Brown -was about an American epidemiologist who is studying throat cancer in a subpopulation of Afghanistan and traces its origin to a U.S. bioweapons program. Another, by Houston environmental engineer Carl Carlsson, explored the life of the first child born to a human colony on the moon.
"These are compelling stories because, ultimately, they are about people, not science," screenwriter George Walczak -an AFI graduate who recently wrote a screen adaptation of "An African in Greenland" -told the participants. "What you as scientist-screenwriters have to be able to do is preserve the drama without sacrificing the science."
That's the fundamental difficulty in writing good science-based screenplays, said Walczak, who called it the screenwriter's equivalent of an "engineering problem with multiple constraints."
For one, there's little time in a movie to bring the viewer up to speed on the relevant science. Then there's the problem of communicating abstract scientific concepts visually. And finally, even though everyday life in the lab is exciting for the passionate scientist, moments of scientific drama with universal appeal are few and far between.
As a solution, Walczak recommended following his "law of thermodramatics," which states that high stakes such as a life-or-death situation are necessary for a screenplay to be compelling.
Filmmaker Martha Coolidge, who used Gundersen's help to spruce up the science in "Real Genius," a 1985 comedy about college kids developing a high-powered laser, told the scientists that another obstacle they could expect to encounter was creating the shorthand for a given scientific development.
"If it took 10 years with 150 failures to invent the jet engine, how on Earth do I show that in five minutes in a movie?" said Coolidge, a past president of the Directors Guild of America. Although many studios hire scientists as consultants on projects involving science, the results vary depending on how receptive the crew is to the scientist's suggestions.
Adam Summers, a marine biologist at UC Irvine who consulted on "Finding Nemo," was struck by Pixar's willingness to make expensive changes for the sake of good science. "When a kelp biologist told them that putting kelp on a coral reef would be a terrible thing to do, they pulled hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of art with kelp on it," Summers said. "They said, 'Yes, it makes a great visual, but there's no real story reason to do it and it's scientifically bankrupt, so we can't do it.' " Summers said he had a diametrically opposite experience on the next film he consulted for; the results were so embarrassing that he won't reveal the name. To swell the ranks of scientifically minded professionals in Hollywood, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation has been awarding annual prizes for science-based screenwriting and production at six film schools around the country. Started in 1998, the program has seen a steady increase in the number of students applying for the awards and has generated a "bank of very impressive screenplays," according to program director Doron Weber.
None has been made into a commercial movie.
"We see our effort as an investment in the next generation of filmmakers," Weber said. "In the coming years, when these students get top jobs at studios, they'll bring to the table an awareness of science and technology themes that is currently lacking in the industry."
To raise scientific awareness among established screenwriters and directors, Gundersen also plans to organize workshops where scientists will do most of the talking and filmmakers will do the listening.
"It'll be a lot harder to pull that off than getting scientists to try a hand at screenwriting," he admitted. In the meantime, Gundersen is at work creating a more extensive screenwriting workshop for scientists this summer. At the very least, he hopes that Cheng and other workshop graduates will develop second careers as science consultants.
"And if even one of them manages to write a successful screenplay," Gundersen said, "it'll be a giant leap for science in popular culture."
If you want other stories on this topic, search the Archives at latimes.com/archives. 
Hollywood or bust
Last month, a handful of scientists who have toyed with the idea of writing for the movies were given a masterclass by Tinseltown's finest. Jonathan Knight joined them.
n the 1997 disaster movie Volcano, whole minutes from the world's largest film stu-issues,both of which have longbeen asource sections of Los Angeles are demolished by dios. Shelves of scripts lined the walls and of irritation for real-life researchers. We all lava. For advice on the film, the produc-dozens of film stars -including Michael know that scientific accuracy generally falls tion crew turned to Christopher Vogler, one Caine, Sean Connery and Audrey Hepburn by the wayside when it might interfere with of Hollywood's top story consultants. "Lava -gazed down from posters as Vogler and a dramatic effect. How exciting is a silent actually makes a tinkling sound like glass as cast of Hollywood luminaries explosion in outer space, after it cools," Vogler says, "but they wanted it to gave their best advice on every-"In film and television, all? And if it took decades roar like a freight train. Any volcanologist thing from writing a good scientists are often instead of days for global who saw the movie probably thought it was script to getting a production quirky, nerdy, obsessed, warming to flood New York, a comedy." company to read it. At times the reclusive, self-important the current blockbuster The On a bright summer morning in mid-July, challenges seemed demoraliz-and not infrequently DayAfter Tomorrow might have Vogler recounted this anecdote to a group of ing, and yet by the end of the mad. These are not made less of a splash. Still, this 15 scientists. They had come to Hollywood workshop, the scientists were, if character traits that leaves many scientists worried from all over the United States and from anything, inspired.
appeal to kids." that such movies serve only various scientific disciplines for a weekend "It gave me the motivation to misinform a public whose workshop on screenwriting. Their goal was to consider screenwriting as a serious hobby, knowledge of science comes mainly from the to learn how they could help improve the if not a potential new career," commented big and small screens. image of science and scientists in the movies. Leo Cheng. Currently, Cheng works at the jet But it is the issue of how scientists them-"You face an uphill battle with this stuff,' Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in nearby selvesareportrayedthatbroughtmanyofthe Vogler continued."But it's a good fight?' Pasadena as a science-planning engineer for participants to the workshop. Diandra LeslieThe scientists sat around a large conferCassini, the spacecraft now orbiting Saturn. Pelecky, a materials scientist at the University ence table in the sunny library of the Ameri-"I learned a great deal,' he said.
of Nebraska in Lincoln, fears that media can Film Institute (AFI), a writing and
The portrayal of science and scientists in stereotypes are turning generations of childirecting school nestled on a hillside just the mass media are two separate but related dren off any thought of a career in research. In news feature molecular-biology graduate students. "I was very intrigued by all of your ideas," said George Walczak, a screenwriter and Z graduate of the AFI. But as the scientists thrashed out their ideas with the instructors, many of them learned that they were missing ---key elements -without which their screen--•plays had little chance of success. j 1ý,
•The formal structure of a film script is fairly standard. It runs to around 120 pages, roughly a minute per page, and is generally divided into three acts of about 30,60 and 30 pages, respectively. The script details the action and dialogue but leaves most of the specifics of shooting, such as camera movement, up to the director.
The surprise for many of the scientists was the overwhelming importance every one of the workshop's instructors placed on character-based narratives. The message, in a nutshell, was that the main theme of a dramatic film cannot be Mars exploration or evolution or even a scary virus. Instead, it has to be a protagonist and his or her 'journey'. Any scientific content is incidental. The discussion rumbled along for some This eventually took her to a distant corner Leslie-Pelecky has had numerous conver-time until the idea for the workshop finally of the Universe to meet alien beings. sations with children about their views on gelled. Martin Gundersen, a physicist at the A good script is essentially the classic scientists. She is leading a project funded University of Southern California in Los hero's journey, key elements of which can be by the National Science Foundation that is Angeles and an acquaintance of Singer's found in everything from Homer's Odysseyto investigating the impact of the media on who has served as a science adviser on Hollyaboriginal folk tales. The stages of this jourchildren's attitudes. She has encountered wood films, helped to arrange funding from ney are outlined in a number of scriptwriters' many children who believe that the the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
guides, including Vogler's seminal book, The researchers who have visited their elemen-Theshowwason.
Writer's Journey: MythicStructurefor Writers, tary schools aren't the real McCoy. "They which has become a key reference for many might say the person was too 'normal' or Lights, camera, action Hollywood screenwriters. too good-looking to be a scientist,' Leslie-More than 50 scientists applied to particiBy this test, many of the scientists' script Pelecky told Nature. "The most heart-breakpate when the workshop was announced in ideas were not yet fully formed, and the ing thing is when they say,'I didn't think he May. The 15 chosen had all demonstrated instructors hada number of ideas for improvwas real because he seemed to care about us"' an interest in screenwriting, Gundersen ing them. Taking Brown's bioterror idea, says, and each came to the workshop armed Vogler suggested allowing the central characMuch misunderstood with a script idea. ter, a cancer epidemiologist named Paul For others at the workshop, improving the Carl Carlsson, an environmental engi-Edwards, to express a wish early in the film. It public's perception of scientists was of per-neer with a Houston power company, could be to win the Nobel prize or to oversonal importance. "Whenever I meet a non-described his idea for a screenplay about a come some character flawVogler said. "When scientist, I'm afraid they misunderstand 14-year-old girl growing up on the Moon. the protagonist makes a wish, thestory immewhat I am," says Michael Strong, a graduate James Brown, head of discovery bioinfordiately wakes up and pays attention:' he student in biochemistry at the University of matics at GlaxoSmithKline's facility in explained. The audience then has a goal by California, Los Angeles.
Upper Providence, Pennsylvania, brought which to mark the character's progress. About five years ago, such concerns led along his bioterror-themed idea in which
The challenge, then, is how to bring William Wulf, president of the National recent advances in gene therapy are twisted science into a script that is driven by the story Academy of Engineering, to call his friend by terrorists to do more sinister things. of its protagonist. "I read things in Science Alex Singer, a television director. "He was And Ron Garret, who designs computer and Nature every week that are absolutely worried about the decline in the number modules formartian roversatJPL, camewith fascinating," said Tom Katsouleas, a plasma of young people entering the sciences, and adraftscriptcalled TheCureinwhichamysphysicist at the University of Southern he wondered whether the media could be terious disease changes the lives of three California, citing a Nature News Feature 02004 Nature Publishing Group news feature published in February about the last universal common ancestor, the theoretical first cell that gave rise to all cellular life on Earth (see Nature 427, 674-676; 2004) . He asked the instructors: "How do we put something like that into a script about character?" Frank Spotnitz, who for four years was executive producer of the TV drama The X-Files, suggested that the protagonist might have to recreate this creature to save the planet. "If it were for The X-Files, I'd think about how it could start killing people," he added.
Life-or-death situations are essential. The stakes must be high in a screenplay, whether for film or TV. Walczak calls this the "law of thermodramatics". 
Lab liabilities
The realities of screenwriting are sure to Their safest bet is to say'no, rather than risk accurate portrayal of the work of radio disappoint those scientists who wish the getting egg on their face for passing a lousy astronomers. Apollo 13, the 1995 film about world at large could get a more realistic script on to a production executive. "They the ill-starred Moon mission, contained glimpse of what their daily lives are like. As reject most of what comes in, and nine times numerous accurate details about space travel. with many other professions, the daily out of ten the executive rejects what the Such attention to detail raises the bar for drudgery of research does not make for reader passes,"said Spotnitz.
other films, Singer claimed:"You can't make a good movie action.
Hollywood's dream factory can afford to stupid movie about the Moon any more.: Spotnitz told the group he toyed with the be so picky because of the sheer number of Even children's movies such as Finding Nemo idea of showing the details of an experiment scripts that come in everyday. So far this year, have won plaudits for their attention to scienon The X-Files. The crew filmed a half-hour 40,000 script ideas have been registered with tific detail (see Nature427,672-673; 2004) . segmentofAgentScullyworkinginthelabothe Writers Guild of America, according to WorkshopparticipantValerieWeiss, who ratory, but killed it and rewrote the script Singer:"And this isaslowyear."
recently completed a PhD in biochemistry after everyone agreed it was far too boring, and has directed and produced two short Singer concurred: "Most scientific work is Killer blows films, is optimistic about the prospects of unfilmable."
Once a company has bought the option to getting more and better science into the On top of all this, the screenplay writer make a movie, the producers are likely to movies. Unlike most of the participants, has to consider a factor that book writers are want the writer to rewrite the script to their Weiss has already turned all her attention to free to ignore: cost. For instance, making a specifications. If they aren't pleased with the film. She founded a film programme while character age 15 years over the course of the new version, they may kill it. If they are, she was a graduate student at Harvard Medfilm might be important to the they still need to find a direc-ical School and moved to Hollywood in 2001 story, but the producer who "There are a lotof tor interested in making the topursuefilm-makingfulltime.Shenowhas reads it will immediately think people who make very film. If they don't, again the a script idea for a movie about a scientist, but of the hundreds of thousands of good money writing script dies. asked Nature not to reveal it in detail. "You dollars it costs to artificially age very good scripts that There are so manyways for a can be scooped in film-making just like in the actors and shift the time never get made." script to die after it is optioned science;'she said. period of the sets and costume.
-Alex Singer that many professional screenWhether any of the ideas discussed at the Similarly, writing "a freight writers don't have a single workshop will end up on the big screen train passed by" has enormous filming movie credit. But they keep at it. "There are a remains to be seen, but the next steps are in implications because of the time and lot of people who make very good money theworks.Gundersenisthinkingaboutholdexpense required to back up a train for a writing very good scripts that never get ingafive-weekworkshopattheAFInextyear, second take. Producers care about cost, and made," Singer told the scientists.
at the end of which each participant would writers ignorethisat their peril.
Despite all this, there is hope for the have completed a script. Joe Petricca, viceEven after hearing this, the scientists in future of science in film. For one thing, some dean of the AFI Conservatory, has offered to the workshop remained enthusiastic. "Show directors are starting to care about scientific organize screenwriting instructors or profesme the constraints and I can work within accuracy. Director Martha Coolidge, who sional readers to provide feedback for any of them," said Leslie-Pelecky. "That's what I do made a presentation at the workshop on the current participants who can submit the for a living. ' Sunday afternoon, hired Gundersen as a first 30 pages of a script by I October. But there was more to come. Writing a science adviser for her 1985 comedy Real Brown,whoisnowfireduptoworkonhis good script is only the first challenge. In par-Genius, about some brainy kids who develop bioterror script, plans to take Petricca up on ticular, a producer then has to be convinced a new high-powered laser. "The labs had a this offer. He feels better prepared knowing to buy it. The usual process involves finding very real look, we even had a laser on the set" what challenges lie ahead. "It's daunting trysomebody who knows somebody at a proGundersen said. "Comments from people in ing to get a paper into Nature, too. Yet people duction company just to get thescript in the the field were uniformly positive about the doit;'hesaidaftertheworkshop.l"Thisisjust door. Then it goes to 'readers, who are often accuracy of the science. In researching how kids get their ideas about scientists, she quickly learned movies and television waves. As if.
are major influences. "The Island." A cloning pioneer is evil to the core, and so are his research And Hollywood has rarely hesitated to turn the laws of nature and research on their heads to assistants. make a film work -planting false notions in the minds of moviegoers.
"Spider-Man." The Green Martin Gundersen, a professor of electrical engineering and electrophysics at the University of chandelier. Southern California, sees the result: less interest in science and engineering graduate degrees.
"Most graduate programs in science and engineering have lots of highly qualified international students enrolled," he said, "but lesser numbers of native-born students. It's a really serious problem."
Gundersen was a consultant on the 1985 movie "Real Genius," about science prodigies. The filmmakers needed expert advice about lasers. He found a gulf between the worlds of film and science.
He developed a grant proposal that led to, among other things, the AFI screenwriting workshops, now headed toward their third year. Participants pay for their own travel, room and board.
For Leslie-Pelecky, the workshop met both personal and professional interests. Two days before the application deadline, she spied a small article about it in Science magazine.
Her impeccable credentials as a teaching and research scientist fit the Air Force goals of attracting kids to science careers. But she had always been a writer as well.
"I was one of those kids who was always making up stories," she recalled. "I had imaginary friends with entire histories." When she was 13 or 14, she claimed an old typewriter her mom was going to throw out. In the summer, Diandra would sometimes write on it all day. As an undergrad she began with a major in radio and TV/film.
But, looking at the writers life, she "decided I didn't want to spend my life begging for money and having others criticize my work. Of course, that is what I do now. But at the time, physics looked easier than writing." Leslie-Pelecky learned plenty at AFI. Focus solely on the science, she said, and your movie won't get made. Movies need characters, drama and a story arc.
Participants learned about agents, the inner workings of studios and how story ideas get sold. They also learned the long odds of any script becoming a movie. The big moneymakers, she learned, are mostly derivative, or sequels, or based on a bestselling book.
In her second workshop, Leslie-Pelecky pitched an idea about a TV series set at a university to studio officials, who helped her reshape it.
Their blunt advice: Nobody knows you. Find a good writer with ties to the industry to develop your idea.
AFI is helping her make those ties and connect with other scientists who love to write. Workshop participants are also working toward connecting filmmakers with experts in various fields, so that future movies will not only be good stories but scientifically sound ones that don't demonize scientists.
Though at least one workshop participant has left research work for a movie job, Leslie-Pelecky sees challenges to leaving her university work behind. "I can't drop everything I'm doing and go off to Hollywood yet," she said.
She puts her goal of drawing middle-school kids to science careers ahead of selling a script. "I'm really concerned about this country maintaining its position as a world leader in science," she said. "Scientists are trying to make the world a better place. Communicating that is critical. And you reach far more people at the movies than you ever will in a classroom." The filmmakers asked Minards was the chief proHawkes to do just that during grat engineer for the company's filming, and he did. Before "Vanquish" model, which was shooting the footage. Hawkcs used in Die Another Day. He was planned to hit the submarine at part of the team of engineers that one-third thrust, but the filmmakmodified fourcars forthe filming ers wanted more speed to get a of the movie, and saw some of better visual effect. Hawkes the film's production.
warned that at a higher speed, he "it was great to have the Aston wouldn't have much conlrol beMartin back in Bond. which is cause the machine would go tight where it should be:'he says.
through the front of the sub. They OneoftheVanquishesusedin told him to do it anyway. The the film was equipped with drill did what he had predicted. weapons. The front grill opened, which frightened the stunt man allowing four rocket launchers to and surprised the filmmakers, emerge. The car also had two maHawkes recalls. chine guns. one on either side. In
Despite that incident, "It was a addition, the vents in the hood greatdeal offun:'he says. Today. opened to allow single action he builds underwater aircraft shotguns to pop out.
with his submersible company. "Most of the weapons were People regularly ask him when controlled by compressed air."
lie will be in a Bond film again. Minards says. In the utunk. a cylinBut for now, he is content buildder of compressed air similar to a ing his underwater vehicles. scuba tank controlled the opening Films that depict technology and closing of the front grill and as being a progressive, exciting the emergence of the rockets and part of life, such as The Matrix guns. The whole system was conand Star Wars trilogies, are controlled reniotely with an attachi tinuing to be a favorite in popular case. The shot guns were pushed culture. In fact Star Wars IIk Reout electrically, he explains.
venge of the Sith holds the record Minards says helping to for the top four-day gross in modify the car for Die Another ticket sales, and Tihe MatrLU ReDay and seeing some of the filmloaded previously held that ing was a ftin experience that record. If more engineers and he'll never forget. "We still have scientists become involved in the car at Aston Martin:" he says.
filmmaking, they could not only Another model from the film is deliver realistic special effects to still in existence, but the other movie-going audiences, but twowercunusablcafterfilming.
could also spark an interest in Another engineer who has these fields in many young used his creative and technical minds. Long interested in myths and their influence on modem storytelling, Vogler created a system for analyzing stories based on the work of the mythologist Joseph Campbell, while working at Disney. His influential memo on film story structure caught the attention of then-Disney production chief Jeffrey Katzenberg and was soon required reading for young development executives at major studios. That memo formed the outline for Vogler's book, The Writer's Journey, which has become a standard reference on structure for screenwriters and novelists.
P.I. Martin
As an expert on mythology and Hollywood's narrative patterns, Vogler has consulted on projects for IBM, Web site and game design companies, Fortune 500 companies, and major film and TV studios. He has conducted seminars on story structure and development for filmmakers all over the United States and worldwide. In addition to research, Professor Leslie-Pelecky has a long-standing interest in scientific education in K-12 schools and for the general public. She currently co-directs Project Fulcrum, a National Science Foundation-funded program that teams graduate students in math, science and engineering with middle-and elementary-school teachers to enhance science and math education in the Lincoln Public Schools.
Dev Majumdar
Having spent his entire life in Palos Verdes, CA, Dev Majumdar decided to head east for college at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Four years and a degree later, he is more resolute than ever on coming back west, and will be spending the next six years at UCLA, getting a Biochemistry PhD. While at MIT, he studied a combination of literature and biology, and wrote regularly for the campus newspaper. The newspaper job got him to several press junkets and a few interviews with lesser-known celebrities. Majumdar also played a villain and helped direct an independent film with several friends. For the past year, he has focused more of his efforts into developing screenplays, and hopes to keep it a permanent fixture in his life as he goes through grad school.
Bogdan Marcu A native of Romania, Bogdan graduated from the Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest obtaining an MS Degree in Aeronautical Engineering. While an engineering student and later as an engineering professional he has been a member and contributing writer for the Solaris Group, a Bucharest based science fiction film and literature club issuing a P.I. Martin A. Gundersen
August 2006 "A Study of Communicating Science and Engineering" F49620-03-1-0306 monthly publication. Besides original work (short stories), contributions included translations of selected short stories from the English language fandom. The club enabled a valuable m6lange of contributions mixing original work with translations from English (Asimov, P.K. Dick and many others), Russian (first Romanian translations of the Strugatsky Brothers' Roadside Picnic), French (Gerard Klein) and Japanese.
After seven years of aeronautical industry experience in Europe, Bogdan experienced the revolutionary changes of 1989 on the streets of Bucharest, and then left for studies in the US, getting a PhD degree in Aerospace Engineering from the University of Southern California in 1996. During his graduate studies and postdoctoral research with the USC he enjoyed exploring the world of computer simulations for various physics as well as doing aerodynamic car tests on the USC's wind tunnel and on dry bed of the El Mirage Lake in the Mojave desert, besides reading fiction literature and watching films as much as time has allowed.
Currently a Senior Engineering Scientist with the Rocketdyne Propulsion and Power Division of the Boeing Company, Bogdan is involved in the development of rocket propulsion for launching systems and space propulsion systems. Significant work includes prototype-certified redesigns for the Space Shuttle Main Engine subsystems, and Delta IV upper stage engine subsystems.
Matt Siegler
Matt Siegler was born and raised in the small town of Wayne, Illinois, where the Chicago suburbs meet the countryside. In high school, he was involved in acting and writing and had an interest in filmmaking and special effects. His parallel interest in science was egged on by documentaries and a summer class at nearby Fermi National Accelerator Lab. After a year at Ithaca College studying film, and a summer as an intern back at Fermilab, Siegler decided the scientist in him was taking over. He transferred across town to Cornell where he concentrated on Physics and Astronomy, while still completing a Film major in that school's small department. He worked in particle physics during the summers, and with the now famous Mars Rovers and student films during the school years. Science education became a very dominating factor in Siegler's life through weekly museum volunteer work, helping him forge a definite link between science and filmmaking-public science education through mass media.
A year since graduation, Siegler spent eight months in Switzerland working on a particle physics project, and currently is working on Mars science at Caltech. This fall, he will begin a Master's at the University of Chicago, likely to continue towards PhD studies in Planetary Astronomy with the hopes of strengthening him as a scientist and a science educator.
Edward Stites Ed Stites is in his fifth year at the University of Virginia in their Medical Scientist Training Program (combined MD/PhD program). His research involves studying cell signaling networks with both mathematical and biological techniques. His wife is an elementary school reading specialist and they live in the foothills of the Blue Ridge P.I. Martin A. Gundersen
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Mountains. He enjoys comedies and is an active member of the Charlottesville Area Organization of Screenwriters (CAOS).
Michael Strong Michael Strong's scientific interests span the fields of chemistry, biology, genetics, biochemistry and computer science. He is currently finishing his PhD degree at the University of California, Los Angeles, where he has developed new methods for the analysis of sequenced genomes. While at UCLA, he has published a number of scientific papers on topics ranging from protein nanotechnology to bacterial pathogenesis. After earning his BS in Microbiology, with a concentration in Genetic Engineering, from the University of California, Santa Barbara, Strong pursued his interest in DNA Biochemistry at the California Institute of Technology. He has also conducted research, in the biotechnology sector, on the molecular detection of DNA.
In addition to his research interests, Strong has a sincere interest in making science more accessible to the general public. As part of this goal, he has participated in outreach programs that focus on teaching important scientific concepts to middle school and high school students. He has received numerous awards for his work, including the NIH National Research Service Award, the Paul Boyer Outstanding Teaching Award, the UCSB Outstanding Research Award and the UCLA Dissertation Year Research Award.
Valerie Weiss Valerie Weiss is a writer/director living in Los Angeles. She recently completed her second film, I LOVE YOU, about a fashion photographer obsessed with his elusive muse. Weiss also co-wrote, directed and produced the feature film DANCE BY DESIGN, which has screened at film festivals in London, Providence, Boston, San Luis Obispo and Philadelphia, as well as at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Having majored in Molecular Biology and minored in Theater and Dance at Princeton University, Weiss went on to do her PhD at Harvard Medical School in Biological Chemistry and Molecular Pharmacology. For her thesis, she solved the X-ray crystal structure of a methyltransferase involved in nuclear transport. While at Harvard, Weiss founded and served as the Filmmaker-in-Residence of the Dudley Film Program. Weiss is currently writing several scripts for film and television, including a feature film called LOSING CONTROL.
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Sylvie Beaudin Sylvie Beaudin grew up in a small, isolated town in Canada. At the age of 19, Beaudin chose to go to veterinary school. During college, she traveled around the planet to explore lifestyles outside of North America. After earning a DVM diploma, she worked for a year as a small animal veterinarian. She then took a job working in a diagnostic laboratory, which required pathology training that she didn't have, so Beaudin headed off to Oklahoma State University in 2000, where one of the pioneers of veterinary pathology was kind enough to take her under his wing, and make a decent pathologist out of her. Looking for a change of pace when she was done, 
